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CLOSEDNESS OF COBOUNDARY MODULES
OF ANALYTIC SHEAVES

BY

YUM-TONG SIU AND GÜNTHER TRAUTMANNC)

Abstract. Suppose A is a subvariety of a complex space X and & is a coherent

analytic sheaf on X. It is shown that, if the analytic sheaf JifA(^) of local co-

homology is coherent for 0r¿v<q, then for Oávái? the local cohomology group

HA(X, &) with its natural topology is Hausdorff and hence is a Fréchet space.

Suppose !F is a coherent analytic sheaf on a (not necessarily reduced) complex

space X. Denote by Sk{¿F) the subvariety {x e X | codh ^xúk} [4, Satz 5]. For any

open subset D of X, denote by Sk{?F\ D) the topological closure of Sk(iF\ D) in X.

If A is a subvariety of X, denote by 3tf'%'F) the sheaf defined by the presheaf

U\-J>-H^(U,^r), where H%(U,&) is the /c-dimensional cohomology group of U

with coefficients in !F and supports in A. If <f>: X —> Y is a holomorphic map of

complex spaces, denote by <j>k(^) the kth direct image of J5" under ¡£.

In [6] and [9] the following coherence criterion for sheaves of local cohomology

is proved :

Theorem 1. Suppose A is a subvariety of a complex space X, q is a nonnegative

integer, and^ is a coherent analytic sheaf on X. Let 6: X—A -> X be the inclusion

map. Then the following three statements are equivalent:

(i) 6V(&\X-A) is coherent on Xfor O^^q.

(ii) #%&) is coherent on Xfor 0^v^q+l.

(iii) dim/I nSk + q + 1(#r\X-A)<kfork^0.

A trivial modification of the proof of [1, Satz 5] yields readily the following

isomorphism theorem:

Theorem 2. Suppose Y and Z are complex spaces and Z is Stein. Suppose

77 : Y-^-Z is a holomorphic map and 'S is a coherent analytic sheaf on Y.Ifq is a

nonnegative integer and 77v(^) is coherent on Z for 0^v<q, then for O^v^q the

natural homomorphism H"(Y, W) -*■ T(Z, irv(@)) is an isomorphism.
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For a coherent analytic sheaf F on a complex space A'(with countable topology),

we give HV(X, IF) the quotient topology induced by ZV(U, !F), where tl is a

(countable) Stein open covering of X. This quotient topology on HV(X, ¡F) can be

easily verified to be independent of the choice of U. Suppose X is Stein and A is a

subvariety of X. For v > 1 we give HVA(X, F~) the topology induced through the

algebraic isomorphism Hl{X,^)lxHv-\X-A,^). H\{X,&) is given the

quotient topology induced by T(X—A, ¡F) through the algebraic isomorphism

H\{X, &) « T(X-A, 3F)\\m (T(X, &) -> F(X-A, &)).

H%(X, !F) is given the topology induced by F(X, IF) through the algebraic

isomorphism

H%X, &) a Ker (T(X, &) -> T(X-A, &)).

Denote by N\{X, &) the topological closure of 0 in H\{X, &).

In view of Theorems 1 and 2, it is natural to raise the following questions: If one

of the three equivalent statements in Theorem 1 is satisfied and X is Stein, is the

algebraic isomorphism

H\X-A,F)^Y{X, 6V(F\X-A))

also a topological isomorphism for O^v^q (where T(X, 6V(^\X—A)) as the

section module of a coherent analytic sheaf is given the natural Fréchet structure)?

Is H9 + 1(X— A, ¡F) a Fréchet space? Some special cases of these questions are

considered in [9]. In this paper we give an affirmative answer to the above questions.

Main Theorem. Suppose F is a coherent analytic sheaf on a complex space X and

A is a subvariety of X. Suppose 3P\{X, !F) is coherent on Xfor OS^^q. Then

(i) Hl{ X, F) is a Fréchet space forO^vúq+l,

(ii) the algebraic isomorphism H¿{X, ¿F) -*■ T(X, 3P\(!F)) is a topological

isomorphism for O^v^q, and

(iii) ¿Pf1^) is a Fréchet sheaf [2, VIII. A.3].

The proof of the Main Theorem is obtained by refining the proof of Theorem 1

and keeping track of all the topologies involved there.

In this paper complex spaces are not necessarily reduced and all of them have

countable topology. All linear topological spaces are over C and need not be

Hausdorff. J9 denotes the structure sheaf of Cn.

Suppose A is a subvariety of a Stein complex space X. Let tl be a Stein open

covering of X— A. For a coherent analytic sheaf F on X, define the (— l)th cochain

group C-\VL,F) as T(X,F) and define the coboundary map h:C~\Vi, &)

-^C°(VL,F)  by restrictions.  Define  C"2(U, &) = 0  and  define  h:C~\U,^)
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->-C_1(U, F) as the zero map. Using these notations, we have the following

natural topological isomorphism:

HQA{X, &) X Z'-^U, ^)IBq-\VL, F).

Lemma 1. Suppose A is a subvariety of a Stein complex space X and q is a non-

negative integer.

(a) If^F is a coherent analytic sheaf on X and X' is a Stein open subset of X, the

linear map p: H%\X, F) —> H%(X', F) induced by restriction is continuous, where

A'=A n X'.

(b) IfA: !F -*■ 'S is a sheaf-homomorphism of coherent analytic sheaves on X, then

the linear map A* : H%(X, F) -> HA(X, @) induced by A is continuous.

(c) If 0 -> IF' -*■ & -> ¡Fm -*■ 0 is an exact sequence of coherent analytic sheaves

on X, then the linear map 8* : H&X, F") -> HA+ \X, F') in the cohomology

sequence of the exact sequence is continuous. Moreover, if H is a closed subspace of

H a* 1{X, ̂ ') contained in Im S*, then the map (8*) " 1(H) -> H induced by 8* is open.

Proof. Let 11 be a Stein open covering of X— A.

(a) Let 11' be a Stein open covering of X' — A' which refines 11. The continuity of

p follows from the continuity of the restriction map ZÎ_1(U, IF) ->Z,_1(U', F).

(b) The continuity of A* follows from the continuity of the map Z" ~ 1(U, ¡F)

-+Z"-\\l, F) induced by A.

(c) The exact sequence 0 -> F' -> F -^- IF" -> 0 gives rise to the following

commutative diagram with exact rows :

0 ■—> C-^U, F') —> C-^U, F) -£* C-^VL, F") —> 0

y                               v                                  v

0-> C(U, F') —°^+ C(U, F)-> C(U, F")-> 0.

Let a:Z'l-^,F")^HA\X,F') be the natural map. Consider the following

commutative diagram:

ß-\Z«-\VL, F")) ® C-^U, F') -£-* Z%U, F')

1 . 'I
mi x, #■*)-—> h%+\x, &•),

where 0(a ® b) = a(ß(a)), y(a © b) = a~1(8(a)) + S(b), and t is the natural map.

0 and t are continuous and open. The continuity 8* follows from the continuity

of y. Since T_1(Im 8*) = Im y, if H is a closed subspace of H%+1(X, IF') contained

in Im 8*, then the openness of the map (h*)~\H) -> H induced by 8* follows from

applying the open mapping theorem for Fréchet spaces to the map y_1(T_1(^))

-+t-\H) induced by y.   Q.E.D.
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Lemma 2. Suppose A is a subvariety of a Stein complex space X andtF is a coherent

analytic sheaf on X such that 3tfA!F = §. Suppose X' is a Stein open subset of X such

that X-X' is a subvariety of X. Let A' = Ac\X' and A" = A-X'. Then there

exists an exact sequence

0 —* m„{X, &) —> H\{X, *) ^HA(X\ *) —► H%{X, *) —>• • -

—* WAX, &) —* HXX, P) -X #*.(*', ^) —* AJ* "<*, .F) —> • • •,

where av is induced by restrictions and is continuous.

Proof. The sequence is induced from the Mayer-Vietoris sequence of !F on

X— A" = (X—A) u A". The continuity of av follows from Lemma 1 (a).    Q.E.D.

Lemma 3. If X is a Stein open subset of Cn and A is a subvariety of dimension r

in X, then Hl~r(X, J)) is Hausdorff.

Proof. We can assume that r < n.

(a) Consider first the special case where

Z = {(z1,...,zn)eC"||zi| <Ut£i&n}

and

A = {(z1;..., zn) e X | z, = 0, r+1 á i Ú «}•

Let H={(zlt ..., zn) e X | z¡#0, r+1 ^i^n}. Let B be the subset of all elements/

of T(H, n<9) whose Laurent series expansions in zr+1,..., zn have the form

/ = 2 {/vr+r-vÄ1 ■ • ■•# | H £ 0 for some r+1 á i á «}•

£ is a closed subspace of V(H, n0). It is easily verified that H%~T(X, n0) is topo-

logically isomorphic to T(H, nG)¡B and hence is Hausdorff.

(b) Assume that A is nonsingular and has pure dimension r. Since J^A(n(P) = 0

for 0 ^ v < n — r [3, Korollar zu Satz 3], by Theorem 2, the canonical homo-

morphism H2~r(X, n0) -*■ T(X, afA~\-ßi) is an isomorphism. Hence we need only

prove that every point of A admits an open neighborhood U in X such that

HAñL(U, n@) is Hausdorff, but this follows from (a).

(c) For the general case, choose a holomorphic function on X whose zero-set B

satisfies the following two conditions:

(i) dim Br\A<r and

(ii) A— B is nonsingular and has pure dimension r.

Let X' = X—B, A' = A — B, and A" = A n B. By Lemma 2, we have the following

exact sequence :

0 = Hl-'iX, n<9) —* Hrr(X, n0) -?U mr'(X', nff),

where a is continuous. Since by (b) H\rr{X', ¿5) is Hausdorff, Hl~r(X, n<$) is

Hausdorff.    Q.E.D.

Remark. Lemma 3 is a special case of [7, (4.1)].
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Proposition 1. Suppose X is a Stein open subset of C, A is a subvariety of

dimension r in X, F is a coherent analytic sheaf on X, and O^q^n — r. Let J be the

ideal-sheaf of A U Sr + g-i(F). If X' is a relatively compact Stein open subset of X,

then there exists a nonnegative integer k = k(X') such that T(X', ^)"NA.(X', F) = 0

and T(X', S)kHvA.(X', F) = 0for 0^v<q, where A' = A n A".

Proof, (a) First we reduce the general case to the special case q=n — r. Suppose

0¿q<n — r. By shrinking X, we can assume w.l.o.g. that we have the following

exact sequence of coherent analytic sheaves on X:

0 -> % ^ n0P„-,-„-l _> n0P»-r-,-2 ~>-> n&Pl 4- nO"0 -+F-+0.

Since Hl-(X', „C) = 0 for O^v^n — r— 1 [3, Korollar zu Satz 3], the exact sequence

yields algebraic isomorphisms

Hl(X', F) -5U Hl?*-r-'>(X', &)    for 0 ^ y < q

and an algebraic monomorphism

\:HA.(X',F)-*HAr'(X',&).

By  Lemma   1,   A  is  continuous.   \(NA.(X', F))^Ny{X', &).   Since   Sn_i(â?)

= Sr+9-1(F), the general case is reduced to the special case q = n — r.

(b) Suppose q = n — r. By applying the functor Homn(p (-, n0) to a free resolution

of Homn(p (F, n@) of length n — r+l and combining it with the natural sheaf-

homomorphism F -*• Homní) (Homn<!> (F, JS), JS), after shrinking X, we can

assume w.l.o.g. that we have the following order-two sequence of coherent analytic

sheaves on X which is exact on X-Sn_x{F):

<P-i <Po Vi
0-> F > J)s° ———> n0si —^—> ■ ■ ■

•Pn-r-l        _. <Pn-r
-> nOsn -r -». n0H -r + 1.

By Hubert Nullstellensatz, there exists a nonnegative integer / such that

(1) SlJtrA(Ker <pv) = 0   on A" for -1 ^ p S n-r

and

(2) ./'(Ker <pv/Im <pv _ x) = 0   on X' for -1 ^ v ^ n - r,

where Im <p_2=0.

We are going to prove (3)v and (4)v for O^v^n — r by induction on v.

(3),    T(X', jy + ™Hl{X', Ker <pn_r_v) = 0   for 0 g y, S min (v, n-r-1).

(4)v   T(A", JY^lH%{X', Im <Pn_r_v_1) = 0   for 0 è p <> min (v, n-r-l).
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Because of (1), (3)0 is true. (3)v implies (4)v, because of the exactness of

mr\X', Ker <pn-r_v/Im ?>n-r-v-i) -> H%(X', Im ^-r-v-i)

-*#j[.(A",Ker9n_r_v)

which comes from the exact sequence

(5)v        0 -> Im <pn-r-v_i -* Ker <pn_r_v -*■ Ker ç)n_r_v/Im 9>n_r_ï_1 -+ 0

and because of (2). (4)v implies (3)v + 1, because of (1) and because of the exactness of

H%.{X', Im ?„_,_,_!) *> H^\X', Ker ?„_,_,_!) -* H%?\X', ,&-r-*-i) = 0

which comes from the exact sequence

(6)v 0 -» Ker <pn_r_v_i -*■ n<Psn-r-,-i _=► im %_r_T_1 ->0.

The induction process is complete.

(4)n_r implies that F(X', J)iv + 2)lHl{X', J^)=0 for 0^v<n~r.

Consider the following exact sequence which comes from (6)„_r_x:

mr'-\X', Im Vo) -iU H2,-*(X', Ker ç>0) -^ H2rr(X', n0V).

Since ß is continuous (Lemma 1) and HArT(X', „(fo) is Hausdorff (Lemma 3),

N2r'(X', Ker 9>0)<=Im a. By (4)n-T-i, we have

(7) T(A", J)^-r + wmr\X', Ker <p0) = 0.

Consider the following exact sequence which comes from (5)„_r:

mr'-\X', Ker <p0/Im V_J -i* #rr(A", Im y.J ^U H\r\X\ Ker ?><,).

Since 77 is continuous,

r,(N2rr( X', Im v.j) c iVrr(A", Ker ,>„).

By (7), we have

r(A", Jr)("-r+1),Af2rr(A", Im ^.J c Im ¿.

As a consequence of (2), we obtain T(A", ./)(n-r+2),.iV3rr(A", &) = 0.    Q.E.D.

Proposition 2. Suppose X is a Stein open subset of O, A is a subvariety in X,

¿F is a coherent analytic sheaf on X, andq is a nonnegative integer. Suppose V is a

subvariety of X containing A such that for k¡t0 every branch of Sk+9ÇF) not con-

tained in V intersects A in a subvariety of dimension ^ k. Let J be the ideal-sheaf of V.

If X' is a relatively compact Stein open subset of X, then there exists a nonnegative

integer l=l{X') such that Y(X', J)lN\(X',&)=% where A'=A n X'.
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Proof, (a) First we reduce the general case to the special case 3#"yáF = 0. Let

<S=&\3ff'%&r. There exists a nonnegative integer / such that Jl3^%^= 0 on X'.

The exact sequence

0->3f%&-> &-> &-+G

yields the exact sequence

H%.(X', &%&) -^ Hl(X', F) -!*-> HA.(X', &).

Since ß is continuous, ß(N%.(X', ̂ ))<=^N%{X', &). If T(X', JP)VN%(X', &) = 0, then

T(X', J)l'NMX', &)^\m a and therefore r(A", J)l + VN%{X', ̂) = 0.

(b) Suppose Jtf'%&r=0. We can assume q>0. Let 7=Supp^: We can assume

YJ= 0. Let m = sup{codh^(. \xe Y}. Since ^"^ = 0, every branch of Y inter-

sects X— V. Let r = m—q. Since y=S'm(^") and no branch of Fis contained in V,

dim A n y^ r. By replacing i by i n y, we can assume that dim A ^ r and

r^O.

For — 1 ̂  A: ̂ r define Ak to be the intersection of ,4 and the union of all branches

of Sk+q(lF) not contained in V. dim Ak^k and Ar = A.

Construct subvarieties A* of X (—I ^k^r) by descending induction on k such

that

(i) A*=Ar,

(ii) Ak<^A% and dim /4f^A:,

(iii) j4J is the intersection of AJ+ j and the zero-set ¿?k of some holomorphic

function on X, and

(iv) Sk+¿*)>=VvBk.

Let A'k = X'nA^ and Ak = A'k — Bk_t. By Proposition 1 there exists a non-

negative integer / such that

(8) W-Bk, symiUx'-Bk, ¿?) = 0

and

(9) W-Bk, S)'NAi+1(X'-Bk, !F) = 0.

We are going to prove (10)fc for — 1 ̂ k^r by induction on k:

(10)k T(X; J)™ + 1)lm-k(X', ¿F) = 0.

Trivially we have (10)_i. Suppose — 1 ̂ k<r and (10)te is true. By Lemma 2, we

have the following exact sequence

£— H%(X; &) -?U HA-+1(X', F) JU HAÍ + í(X'-Bk, ¿F),

where

E = 0   when«? = 1,

= HSg&r-rMv*)   when? > 1.
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Since ß is continuous,

ß(NA-k+1(X',F)) cz N\Ui(X'-Bk,F).

By (9), we have

(11) r(X',F)'NA-K + 1(X',F)^lma.

Choose a Stein open covering U of X' — A'k and a Stein open covering 33 of

X'—A'k + 1 such that S3 refines U. Let

v : Z" - \U, F) ~> Zq - ̂ SS, F)

be the restriction map. Define

6: Zq-\U, F) © C9~2(33, F) -> Z"-\Vs, F)

by e(a@b) = r,(a) + 8(b).

Since je^(F) = 0, we can choose/!, ...,fpe F(X, J) such that

(i) /1;.. .,/p generate F on X', and

(ii) the sheaf-homomorphism F ' ->F defined by multiplication by/¡ is injective.

Take/=/(l.. ./,. To finish the proof of (10)fc + 1, we need only show that

fT(X',F)^k + 2"Ni;c+1(X',F) = 0.

Since multiplication by/maps C~1(%$,F) injectively and continuously onto a

closed subspace of C^SS, F),fBq~x (35, F) is a closed subspace of Z«"1^, F),

where Bq-\%,,F) is the topological closure of Bq-\%,,F) in Cq-\$$,F). By

(U),fBq-1(f8,F)<=lme.

Take arbitrarily ge B"~1(3s, F). There exists a sequence {gM} in 5?_1(H>^)

whose limit is g. fgu ->fg. By applying the open mapping theorem for Fréchet

spaces to the map

e-'ifB"-1^, F)) -^/ß«-i(33, F)

induced by 6, we obtain su © tu, s® t eZi-1(U,F)@ C~2(ßS,F) such that

su®tu^s®t, 6(su © tu) =fgu, and 6(s © t) =fg.

Take arbitrarily//! 6 T{X', Jf)lanàh2 e F(X', F)™ + in.By(S),h1sß e B«-\\X,F).

Since h^ -> A,*, by (10)fc we have hji^s e B"'1^, F). Hence h^fg e B"-1^, F).

(10)fc + 1 is proved. The proposition follows from (10)r.    Q.E.D.

Proposition 3. Suppose A is a subvariety of a Stein complex space X, q is a non-

negative integer, and F is a coherent analytic sheaf on X such that dim A n

Sk+q(F\X-A)<kfor k^O. Then HqA{X, F) is a Fréchet space.

Proof. H%X,F) being a Fréchet space is equivalent to NqA(X, F) = 0. By

Theorems 1 and 2, HqA(X,F)xT(X,3fqAF). Hence, we need only prove that the

proposition is true when X is replaced by some arbitrary relatively compact Stein

open subset. We can therefore assume the following:
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(i) A" is a relatively compact open subset of a Stein complex space X,

(ii) A = Ä n AT for some subvariety Ä in A*",

(iii) 3f\{^) is coherent on X for 0 ^ v < q.

Let R = T(X, 0). Let J be the ideal-sheaf on X for Ä and 7=r(Á^, J). We are

going to prove (12) by induction on q:

H9A(X,F) is a Fréchet space and, if <p: Rp-+ H\\X, &) is an R-

homomorphism and /' Im <p = 0 for some /, then Im <p is closed.

When <7 = 0, (12) is clear, because HaA(X,F) is topologically isomorphic to

V(X, Jt"^) and 3TA^ is coherent.

Suppose q >0. We can assume w.l.o.g. that Jf^(#) = 0.

By Theorems 1 and 2,

(13) IhHA-\X,^) = 0   for some/j

and there exists an .R-epimorphism y. Rv -*■ H%'1(X, IF). By Proposition 2,

(14) Il*N%\X, &) = 0   for some /„.

Since ¿tf°s& = 0, we can choose /e /'a such that the sequence

0 —> & -i* # —► #//# —> 0

is exact on X, where A is defined by multiplication by/. We have the following exact

sequence

a ß A*
#r x(*> -F) —> HI" X(A-, ^//F) —-> Äl(Jf, ^) —9- tfft *, ^).

By (13) and the induction hypothesis, HA~1(X,^rlf^r) is a Fréchet space and

Ima=Im«y is closed. By (14), NftX, #")cKer A* = Im/3. By Lemma 1(c), the

map ß~1(NA'(X,.F))-+NA'(X,&r) induced by ß is continuous and open. Hence

N%(X, &) is topologically isomorphic to the Fréchet space ß'^N^X, J*"))/Im a.

It follows that N^X, J^) = 0 and //j(A, &) is a Fréchet space.

Suppose <p: RT -+ Hl(X, ^) is an Ä-homomorphism such that Im Im <p = 0 for

some w. Since .?f ~#=0, we can choose ge Im such that the sequence

0 —> # -^ & —> #/g# —> 0

is exact on X, where /n is defined by multiplication by g. We have the following

exact sequence

HA-\X, &) -^-> //r XA-, FlgST) -1* //KA", J^) -ÍU //j(A-, #).

Since /x*c) = 0, there exists an Ä-homomorphism 0: Är -> Hy\X, ¡F\glF) such

that Ti/ß = <p. Define v: i?p © Rr -> //r *(jr, J^/gJ^) by v(a © è) = ff(y(a)) + 0(è). By

(13), /m+,i Im v = 0. By induction hypothesis, Im v is closed. Since Im <p is topo-

logically isomorphic to Im v/Ker t, we conclude that Im <p is closed.    Q.E.D.
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Proof of Main Theorem, (i) and (iii) follow from Theorems 1 and 2 and Propo-

sition 3.

To prove (ii), we need only show that the canonical isomorphism A: T(X, Jtf^F)

-» HA(X, F) has a closed graph for O^v^q. To prove the closedness of the graph

of A, it suffices to show that for every relatively compact Stein open subset X' of X

the canonical isomorphism A' : T(A", JtAF) —> HAnX'(X', F) is continuous. Let

& be the structure sheaf of X. There exists a sheaf-epimorphism p.: &" -> 3^AF on

X'. The map ß: F(X', 0P) -> F(X', 2^\F) induced by p. is open. It is clear that

A'/x: F(X', 0") -> HlnX.(X', F) is continuous. Hence A' is continuous.    Q.E.D.

Remarks, (a) The arguments used in the proofs of Propositions 1, 2, and 3 can

be trivially modified to give a proof of (iii) => (ii) in Theorem 1 which is simpler

than the proofs in [6] and [9].

(b) Part (ii) of the Main Theorem can also be proved directly and very easily by

induction on q and by considering the following commutative diagram:

m~ \X, F)-► Hi~ \X, F\fF) —> H1(X, F)^0

I* I"
r(x, Jtry XF) —> r(x, srA-\F¡fF))

whose first row comes from the exact sequence

0 —► F -^> F —> F\fF —> 0

where fe V(X, 0) satisfies fJifqAF=0 and a is defined by multiplication by/.
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